1. See current catalog for additional part suffixes to indicate package quantity.

2. The Fiberrunner 4x4 and 6x4 Quiklock New Threaded Rod Bracket is used to support the Fiberrunner 4x4 and/or 6x4 Cable Routing Systems from a section of new 5/8" (M16) Threaded Rod (not included).

3. The Fiberrunner 4x4 and 6x4 Quiklock New Threaded Rod Bracket includes:
   One (1) Bracket Assembly,
   Two (2) 5/8 Helical Spring Lockwashers,
   Two (2) 5/8-1 Heavy Hex Nuts (FR6TRBN58 only),
   Two (2) M16x2 Hex Nuts (FR6TRBN58M only)

4. Finish color: Black (except hardware)

5. Dimensions in parentheses are in metric.